
 

Education is a lifelong learning adventure.  

Never stop. 

ONCE A TRAVELLER, ALWAYS A TRAVELLER! 
The Travel and Tourism department would love for you to 

continue to stay cognitively engaged over the 

coming weeks and months, despite the cancellation 

of this year’s exams. The following are suggestions, they 

are not compulsory, but we would love for you to 

engage in any that you find interesting.  

 

 
 
 

An Idiot Abroad (Sky TV/YouTube). Brit Karl Pilkington gets sent to various parts 

of the world to experience unfamiliar cultures. 

Gordon, Gino and Fred: Road Trip (ITV). Join British superstar Gordan Ramsay, 

Italian stallion Gino D’Acampo and French master Maitre d’Fred Sirieix as they take 

a road trip.  

A New Life in the Sun (Channel 4). A series following intrepid expats as they 

chase a dream life in the sun and set up new businesses abroad.  

 

 

         
 

 

Costing the Earth (BBC Radio 4).  

Fresh ideas from the sharpest minds working towards a cleaner, greener planet.  

Zero to Travel by Jason Moore (podcast App). Learn how to travel the world for 

as long as you desire while spending as little money as possible. 

The Travel Diaries by Holly Rubenstine (Podcast App). The weekly interview 

series where travel journalist Holly Rubenstein chats to special guests about their 

travel experiences. 

Amateur Travel.com by Chris Christensen (Podcast App). The Amateur Traveller 

is an online travel show that focuses on the best places to travel to. 
 

 

 

Eat, Pray Love 2010 (PG). A married woman realizes how unhappy her marriage 

really is, after a painful divorce she takes off on a round-the-world journey to find 

herself.  

The Bucket list, 2007 (12A). Two terminally ill men escape from a cancer ward and 

head off on a road trip with a wish list of to-dos. 

The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel 2011 (12A). British retirees travel to India to take 

up residence in what they believe is a newly restored hotel.   

The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel, 2015 (PG). Two fresh arrivals pursue 

expansion by opening a second hotel.   
 

 


